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President's spokesman and as the American representative with whom
to deal over currency and exchange. He was instrumental in drawing
up the compromise resolution that the President rejected. Yet it
has been credibly reported1 that he later cabled to the President his
applause of the latter*s message. What is the explanation of this
apparent running with the hare and hunting with the hounds ? It
seegis to be simply this: that in London Mr. Moley became, impressed
with the necessity of saving the Conference by means of a monetary
resolution, however vague, and set about concocting one, whereas
at the back of his mind he agreed with the President that this was
a side issue, and that the real problem was to raise prices by infla-
tionary measures ; he left it to the President's judgment whether the
draft resolution would psychologically interfere with that purpose.
He saw, no doubt, that the want either of unanimity or of expert
knowledge among the American delegation was leading them into
difficulties upon other issues, and he may well have inwardly wished
for an adjournment of the Conference in order that American policy
might become more settled.
The resolution, at any rate, was the requiem of exchange stabiliza-
tion at the World Economic Conference. Naturally, the agitation for
the termination or suspension of the Conference was redoubled, not
only in the gold countries, whose policy had been frustrated, and
who mortally feared the exchange speculation to which the manoeuvres
of the Conference gave rise, but also in Great Britain, whose sympathy
upon the issue of priority between exchange methods and other
economic reforms was really on the side of the United States, The
Conference, indeed, though nominally at work, was actually in sus-
pense. When the Bureau met on the 4th July, a motion for adjourn-
ment was expected from one of the gold countries. Mr. Hull, however,
intervened in order to postpone the issue; and on the following day
the American delegation, doubtless far from anxious to accept
responsibility for the breakdown of the Conference, issued a now
explanatory statement.
The revaluation of the dollar in terms of American commodities
(ran this document) was an end from which the Government and the
people of the United States could not be diverted. What was to be
the value of the dollar in terms of foreign currencies would •ultimately
depend upon the success of other nations in raising prices in terms of
their national moneys. After prices had been raised, the next task
was to preserve stability. The part that gold and silver should play,
1 See, for instance, E. D. Lindley: The Rooswdt Revolution (London, 1934,
Gollanez), p. 189.

